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Version 1.0 — Initial published version



The Übertiles

A fan-expansion of overpowered landscape tiles — version 1.0 by Just a Bill

This expansion brings together a variety of gameplay elements from across the Carcassonne tile

universe, dials up their effects to a more potent/consequential level than usual, and adds a new way

to deploy your figures to already occupied features. The opportunities to use these tiles are regulated, and there is an

attempt to balance luck vs. skill; nevertheless this expansion is intended for experienced players who are not afraid of

a little extra swinginess in their games, and assumes that they are already familiar with how the referenced expansion

sets work.



Extra Pieces

• 12 new land tiles



The Übertiles can be played with or without other expansion sets.

Whenever possible, each function on an übertile works normally even

if you are not using the associated expansion set in the same game.

(For example, one tile has both a princess and trade goods on it. The

princess, as a self-contained effect, works normally with or without

The Princess and the Dragon expansion; but the trade good symbols

do nothing without the tokens from Traders &amp; Builders in the game.)

With the exception of the rules below, all basic Carcassonne rules

remain unchanged.



Preparation

Mix the 12 übertiles together, face down. Take one of them at random and, without looking at it, mix it in with the

other landscape tiles that will be used in the game.

When the players place their scoring markers on the scoring track start space, deal one übertile at random to each

player, unseen. The players keep their übertiles face down in their own supply, but may look at them at any time.

Place the remaining übertiles, still face down, off to the side in an "übertile supply."



Playing the Game

Acquiring More Übertiles

One übertile will be drawn from the bag or stack of normal tiles eventually, in the normal course of play. The player

who is lucky enough to draw it will place it on the map normally (or remove it from the game and draw again if no

legal placement is available).

Players may add übertiles to their supply in two ways:

"Land on Go" — Whenever a player's scoring marker lands exactly on the score track start/zero space — indicating

a score of exactly 0, 50, 100, or any other multiple of 50 — then that player may draw one übertile at random from

the übertile supply and place it face down in his or her own supply for later use. (As stated above, this includes at the

start of the game when players initially place their scoring markers on the 0 space.) Once the übertile supply runs out

of tiles, then no more may be drawn.

A free übertile is not earned if the player's scoring marker is moving backward (such as from a bazaar payment or

tower ransom).



Purchase — Each player may, once per game, "buy" an übertile from the übertile supply at any time during his or

her turn. The player must choose any one follower or special figure from his or her supply and place it in the übertile

supply. (The chosen figure remains there for the rest of the game to indicate that the player has used up his or her

once-per-game purchase option.) The player then looks through the available übertiles and chooses which one to

purchase. Afterwards, the remaining tiles in the übertile supply are reshuffled.

If the übertile is purchased before the player draws a tile at the start of the turn, that übertile may be immediately

used instead of drawing from the bag or stack, as described below. Otherwise it is kept face down in the player's

supply for later use.



Using Übertiles

When a player should draw and place a tile, instead of drawing one normally the player may instead reveal an übertile

from his or her supply and place it on the map. (However, this must be decided before a tile is drawn; once you draw

from the bag or stack, you are committed to placing that tile. It is too late to place an übertile instead, unless the tile

you drew is unplayable and you have to draw again.)



Welcome Flags

Some übertiles have special "welcome flags" that allow deployment of figures to

occupied features when the übertile is first placed. When a player places an übertile and

could legally deploy a figure to that tile except for the fact that the desired feature is

already occupied, that player may use the appropriate welcome flag to ignore the

existing occupation and deploy his or her figure.

R ED places the crop circle übertile as shown below. Because this tile has welcome flags for

its city and its fields, R ED may deploy a knight, farmer, or shepherd to that tile even though its city and fields are already

occupied. However, R ED may not deploy a thief to the tile; lacking a welcome flag for the road, she is blocked by B LUE's

thief occupying the road.



Note that übertiles with welcome flags can be particularly good feature-stealers when timed well and/or used in

combination with followers such as the large follower, mayor, and phantom.



Special Rules for Certain Übertiles

Double Shrine — The double shrine is worth 2 points per tile instead of 1 when scored, for a total of

18 points if the shrine is completed. It still counts as a full shrine/cloister for other game effects such

as vineyards, heretic-vs.-monk challenges, Carcassonne-II abbots, etc. The southern road dead-ends

at the shrine, while the east-west road is continuous across the tile.



Large Hill — When this oversized hill is placed, the player must stack two tiles underneath it

(unseen) instead of one. These tiles can be drawn at random from the normal tile stack or bag and/or

from the übertile supply, mix or match. If a tiebreaker situation arises for the occupation of any

feature on this tile, the double-flag hill breaks ties like a

normal hill would, but it also outranks all single-flag hills

that may be affecting the same feature.

The completed road at right scores only for R ED, because

her large hill is bigger than B LUE's normal hill.

Abbey with Vineyard — Unlike normal abbeys, this one does not have to be placed into a "hole"

surrounded by tiles on all four edges; it can go anywhere on the map as long as it adjoins at least one

other tile edge and does not disrupt any special structures that an abbey cannot connect to. The builtin vineyard adds +3 to the score of the abbey, as well as the scores of any other cloisters that happen

to surround the abbey tile. The small patch of grass highlighting the vineyard is not a field.

Triple Acrobat Foundation — If the player who places this tile on the map uses

that turn's "move wood" action to deploy an acrobat to the tile, he or she may then

deploy a second acrobat as an extra (free) deployment — but only if both followers

are deployed to this pyramid. The phantom, if available, may also be deployed to

this pyramid or in any other manner that is legal for a phantom. (Thus by using the

phantom, the player placing the tile could fill the pyramid with up to three acrobats

on that turn.) Double-deployments to the pyramid are not allowed on later turns. Players may

continue to deploy acrobats to the tile throughout the game in the normal manner, and the pyramid

may be scored (at 5 points per acrobat as usual) after it has been completed with three levels

containing a total of six acrobats.

Little French Monastery — This monastery functions very much like the monasteries in Germany,

Belgium, and the Netherlands: a player may deploy a follower upright as a monk for normal cloister

scoring, or on its side in the Carcassonne-I abbot role for monastery scoring of contiguous tiles in all

directions. However, in celebration of the first Carcassonne monastery that's actually in France,

monastery scoring for this tile counts contiguous tiles horizontally, vertically, and diagonally. (The

roads at the four edges and trees in the four corners are a visual reminder that an abbot performing

monastery scoring counts tiles in all eight directions, until reaching a gap in each direction.)

Earlier in the game, R ED's Carcassonne-II abbot figure

was deployed to the Little French Monastery on its side

(in the Carcassonne-I abbot role) to indicate monasterystyle scoring. Now R ED wishes to use this figure's special

ability to remove itself from the map and score early. The

monastery tile plus the contiguous tiles in all eight

directions score a total of 11 points for R ED.



This tile depicts the Knights Templar chapel and tomb

that was built circa 1180 in Laon, France. The artwork

is adapted from a very nice 3D design by Sketchup

contributor Gordon N., and appears courtesy of the

Sketchup 3D Warehouse terms of use.



Clarifications on Other Übertiles

The remaining übertiles function according to the elements they contain. If any questions arise, refer to the

clarifications below.

City Overpass and Multiple Pennants — The pennants belong only to the lower city segment,

unless the two segments are merged into the same city by adjoining tile(s).



Roundabout Inn — This tile has just a single road (with open junctions). The inn helps or harms the

entire road normally.



Princess with Triple Trade Goods — The princess symbol functions normally when the tile is

placed. When a player completes the city, if trade goods are being used in the game then that player

receives one trade good token of each of the three types (to the extent they are still available). With

this tile in play the number of trade good tokens will run out before the last trade city is completed, so

the players who complete the last one to three trade cities simply do not receive as many tokens as

they otherwise would.

Magic Portal, Volcano, and Dragon — After placing this tile, the active player may use the magic

portal to send a follower to a different tile (since no figures can deploy to a volcano tile). Then, if the

dragon is in the game, it is brought to the volcano and then moved six spaces by the players as usual.



Self-Contained Tiny Cities — These two pre-completed cities will count as full cities for the farm

that contains them. It's also possible for the player who places this tile to momentarily deploy a knight

to the southern city for a quick score of 6 points or the northern one for 2. By also using a phantom,

the active player could briefly occupy both completed cities for a total of 8. (Such deployments are

possible only on the same turn the tile is placed, of course.) The pig-herd and quadruple-sheep

elements operate as usual for all farmers and shepherds holding the majority in this field.

Three Little Buildings — If you are using the +1/+2/+3 advanced scoring variant for the Little

Buildings expansion (or if you are not otherwise using that expansion at all), then these buildings add

a total of +6 to each completed feature on the tile (the city, the road, and both fields). If you are

using the simple scoring of +1 per Little Building, then the buildings on this tile add a total of only +3

to each of its features.

Double Crop Circles — Both crop circles are "wild" like the one in the Halflings II expansion. After

this tile is placed and the turn is completed, the player who placed it then decides the symbol type

(shield, pitchfork, or club) and function (may double a follower or must remove one) for each crop

circle independently. (For example, one option would be "everyone must remove one farmer, then

everyone may double one knight," but the player may call for any combination of legal choices for the

crop circles.) Both declarations are made before the players start placing/removing their followers.



Tile Distribution

Note: This is a simulated 3D view of a punchboard sheet; it's just the "eye candy." The 300-dpi printable tiles will be

available later.
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